Introducing the NSW ABORIGINAL BUSINESS PORTAL
Looking for an Aboriginal supplier?

The NSW Aboriginal Business Portal is an initiative developed with the support of NSW Government to meet the growing demand by its agencies and key industries for a streamlined and reliable approach to engaging with Aboriginal suppliers. The Portal provides a directory service of Aboriginal suppliers who are ready to do business!

The Portal is hosted within the NSWICC website where users can access a range of opportunities and information relevant to the Indigenous business sector and Aboriginal procurement.

Businesses are subject to rigorous assessment before being promoted on the portal. Regular review by the NSWICC ensures that you can rely on the Portal with confidence.

Access to the NSW Aboriginal Business Portal is available by visiting us at [www.nswicc.com.au](http://www.nswicc.com.au) or from the NSW Government NSWBuy catalogue link on the ICC website.

Alternatively, you can request a meeting to discuss your agency or company’s needs by contacting the NSWICC Office on:

Ph (02) 49327722 or email admin@nswicc.com.au